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Linear Algebra (Vectors)

Combined Problem Set 2 Lectures 4-6

Assessed Problems

Consider two planes in R3 that are specified by the following equations:

−2x+ y+3z = 1, (1)
3x− y+2z = 4. (2)

1. Write the normal vectors nnn1 and nnn2 for the two planes specified in (1) and (2), respectively.

[1 marks]

2. Determine the angle between the planes (1) and (2).

[1 marks]

3. Provide the geometrical interpretation for the cross product of two vectors.

[2 marks]

4. Calculate the cross product of nnn1 and nnn2.

[1 marks]

Consider the following two vectors in R3:

aaa = 2iii+ jjj+ kkk , bbb = iii+ jjj+2kkk .

5. Determine the projection of aaa onto the unit vector along bbb.

[2 marks]

6. Use the result of (5) to determine the component aaa⊥ of aaa perpendicular to bbb.

[1 marks]

7. Calculate aaa×bbb and aaa⊥×bbb and comment on the significance of your results.

[2 marks]

Total: 10 marks
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Questions to attempt in your own time Lectures 4–6

1. For two vectors aaa and bbb in R3 given by

aaa = 2 iii+3kkk , bbb = iii−2 jjj− kkk ,

calculate the following vectors:

(a) −aaa, (b) 4bbb , (c) aaa−bbb , (d) 2aaa+3bbb.

2. The vectors aaa, bbb, ccc, ddd, and eee are given by:

aaa = 2 iii−3 jjj+3kkk , bbb = 4 iii−3 jjj−4kkk , ccc =−2 iii+3 jjj− kkk ,

ddd = iii−3 jjj+2kkk , eee =−iii+2 jjj+2kkk .

Determine (aaa ·bbb)ccc− (ddd× eee).

3. Find the angle between the diagonal of a cube and one of the edges of the cube. You can use
any cube, but you may wish to use the cube whose vertices are the eight points (x,y,z) with
x, y, z either 0 or 1.

4. Find the unit vector ĉcc that is perpendicular to aaa = iii+ jjj and bbb = iii+ kkk such that the (aaa,bbb, ĉcc)
is a right-handed system.

5. Consider three general vectors aaa, bbb, and ccc. Calculate the product bbb× ccc. Then, calculate
aaa · (bbb×ccc) and show that this product can be written in a form analogous to the cross product
in (2.55) of the course notes.
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Questions for tutorial Lectures 4–6

1. Determine whether ppp×qqq points into or out of the paper for the following pairs of vectors:

qqq qqq qqq

ppp ppp ppp ppp qqq

(a) (b) (c) (d)

2. Show that, if ccc = bbb+λ aaa, then aaa×ccc = aaa×bbb. Discuss briefly what you can infer about bbb and
ccc when aaa× ccc = aaa×bbb.

3. Consider three vectors aaa, bbb, and ccc in R2. Assume that aaa 6= 000 and bbb 6= 000 and that aaa and bbb are
not parallel.

(a) Make a graphical representation of the vectors aaa+bbb, aaa−bbb, and bbb−aaa.

(b) Explain qualitatively why there exist real numbers λ and µ such that ccc = λ aaa+µ bbb.

(c) Given aaa = (1,1) and bbb = (−1,2), find real numbers λ and µ such that ccc = λ aaa+ µ bbb
when ccc = (3,7).

4. Determine the equation of the plane that contains the points (2,−1,−1) and (1,2,3) and is
perpendicular to the the plane 2x+ 3y− 5z = 6. Express your answer in the standard form
Ax+By+Cz+D = 0.

5. Find a vector perpendicular to the plane that passes through the three points A = (1,−1,2),
B = (2,0,−1), and C = (0,2,1).
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